Why Am I Going To the Hospital? by Claire Ciliotta J 362.1 PAP CIL

A Trip to the Hospital by Josie Keogh J 362.11 KEO

The Doctor and You by Diane Swanson J 610 SWA

Going to the Dentist by Anne Civardi J 617.6 PAP CIV

Open Wide : Tooth School Inside by Laurie Keller J 617.6 KEL

Dentists by Cecilia Minden J 617.6 MIN

What to Expect When You Go To The Dentist by Heidi Murkoff J 617.6 MUR

A Trip to the Dentist by Penny Smith J 617.6 SMI

Going to the Doctor: A Picture Social Skill Story Book by Cindy Bailey J 618.92 BAI

Going To the Doctor by Berry Brazeltor J 618.92 BRA

A Trip to the Doctor by Deborah Lock J 618.92 LOC
**PAPERBACK PICTURE BOOKS**

**DOCTOR BOOKS**

*Biscuit Visits the Doctor* by Alyssa Capucilli J PB PAP CAP

*Froggy Goes to the Doctor* by Jonathon London J PB PAP LON

*Time to See the Doctor* by Heather Maisner J PB PAP MAI

*Splat the Cat Goes to the Doctor* by Cathy Hapka J PB PAP SCO

**PICTURE BOOKS**

*Barbie: My Visit to the Doctor* by Mary Man-Kong J PB BAR

*Lions Aren’t Scared of Shots: A Story for Children about Visiting the Doctor* by Howard Bennett J PB BEN

*Doctor Maisy* by Lucy Cousins J PB COU

*Pooh Visits The Doctor* by Kathleen Zoehfell J PB DIS

*What to Expect When You Go to The Doctor* by Heidi Eisenberg Murkoff J PB MUR

*Tom and Ally Visit the Doctor* by Beth Robbins J PB ROB

*Piggy Visits the Doctor* by Ellen Weiss J PB WEI

*Felix Feels Better* by Rosemary Wells J PB WEL

**JUVENTILE EASY**

*Calling Doctor Amelia Bedelia* by Herman Parish JE PAR

*My Friend the Doctor* by Joanna Cole JE COL

*Digger and Daisy Go to the Doctor* by Judy Young JE YOU

**DENTIST BOOKS**

*Tooth Trouble* by Jane Clark J PB PAP CLA

*Just Going to the Dentist* by Mercer Mayer J PB PAP MAY

*The Crocodile and The Dentist* by Taro Gomi J PBP PAP RUG

**PICTURE BOOKS**

*Never Take a Shark to the Dentist* by Judi Barrett J PB BAR

*Curious George Visits the Dentist* by Monica Perez J PB REY

*Doctor De Soto* by William Steig J PB STE

**HOSPITAL BOOKS**

*A Trip to the Hospital* by Kim Watson J PB PAP COS

**PICTURE BOOKS**

*The Berenstain Bears, Hospital Friends* by Mike Berenstain J PB BER

*Clifford Visits the Hospital* by Norman Bridwell J PB BRI

*When Molly Was in the Hospital* by Debbie Duncan J PB DUN

*Kevin Goes to the Hospital* by Liesbet Slegers J PB SLE